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1 Introduction 
The Miura transformation [16] maps solutions between the Korteweg-de 
Vries (KdV) and modified Korteweg-de Vries (mKdV) equations, which are 
nonlinear evolution equations able to be solved by the inverse scattering 
method [1]. Integrable equations seem to share many properties of the KdV 
equation, including possession of infinitely many symmetries [19], infinitely 
many conserved quantities [17] and infinite-dimensional prolongation alge-
bras [22], [26]. Many of these equations can be written in Hamiltonian form 
in two distinct ways [15], admit recursion operators [19], have nonlocal sym-
metry algebras isomorphic to loop algebras [10] and admit auto-Backlund 
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transformations [25]. Reducing the equations to ordinary differential equa-
tions using symmetry groups yields reduced equations of Painleve type [2]. 
Many integrable equations possess the Painleve property- as it has been for-
mulated for partial differential equations [28]. 
Motivation for studying the Miura transformation is provided by the ob-
servation that appropriate generalizations of the Miura transformation play 
an important role in most of the properties listed above. For example, the 
Miura transformation can be used to construct an infinite family of conserva-
tion laws for the KdV equation [17]. More generally, analogues of the Miura 
transformation are used in [13] to construct differential equations which ad-
mit a bi-Hamiltonian formulation. Equations with this property possess re-
cursion operators [15] which then yield infinite families of conservation laws 
and symmetries. Miura transformations also play an important part in many 
auto-Backlund transformations [4] and can lead, usually after linearizing a 
Riccati equation, to the linear equations involved in the inverse scattering 
process [8]. 
Miura transformations are often studied solely in terms of integrable dif-
ferential equations. There is a need, however, to investigate the Miura trans-
formation and its generalizations in a setting which encompasses all differ-
ential equations, not just those equations which are integrable. That is, 
the Miura transformation must be studied only using structures which are 
common to all differential equations. 
A geometric approach is used below to extend the concept of Miura trans-
formation to a much wider class of differential equations. The foundations 
of this generalization rest on the well known concept of symmetry groups of 
differential equations. Essentially, given any continuous symmetry group of 
a differential equation, one can construct a new equation related to the orig-
inal one by a generalization of the Hopf-Cole transformation which relates 
solutions of the heat and Burgers' equations [5], [12]. Generalizations of the 
Miura and Backlund transformations occur when this symmetry group acts 
nonlocally. The construction of these new transformations is described and 
examples are presented which give some idea of the power of this approach. 
The underlying theory of the transformations is developed in the author's 
doctoral thesis [9], where proofs of the theoretical results presented here can 
be found. 
Section 2 establishes the notation to be used, while Section 3 defines 
the geometric structure which is at the heart of this work. The next sec-
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tion describes the construction of generalized Hopf-Cole transformations. 
· Section 5 considers the classification of these transformations using group-
theoretic means. Generalizations of the Miura and Backlund transformations 
are developed in Section 6 using nonlocal symmetries and the prolongations 
of Wahlquist and Estabrook. A new auto-Backlund transformation for the 
Harry Dym equation is constructed there. Section 7 discusses possible ap-
plications for this interpretation of Miura transformations. It also discusses 
an effective technique for deriving auto-Backlund transformations from zero-
curvature representations of differential equations. 
2 Notation 
Wherever possible, notation and terminology follow that of Olver [20]. Given 
a system of differential equations involving p independent and q dependent 
variables, the basic space is the Euclidean space X x· U, where X = JRP 
has coordinates x = ( x1, ... , xP), representing the independent variables, 
and U = IRq has coordinates u = ( u1, ... , uq), representing the dependent 
variables. For each positive integer k let Uk be the Euclidean space with 
coordinates uj, where a ranges over {l, ... ,q} and J = (j1, ... ,jk) ranges 
over all unordered k-tuples of integers ]1 E {1, ... ,p}. Uk represents the k-th 
order derivatives of functions f : X --+ U. The Euclidean space U(n) = U x 
U1 x · · · x Un then represents all derivatives of order up to n. A typical point 
in U(n) will be denoted by u(n). When a differential equation is described on 
an open subset .NI ~ X X U, .Nf(n) = M x U1 x · · · x Un is called then-th order 
jet space. For each positive integer n let n(n) deno_te the module of forms 
on Af(n) generated by the one-forms {Bj: a= 1, ... , q, Ill= 0, ... , n - 1}, 
where 
p 
Bj = duj - '2: ujidxi, a= 1, ... , q, Ill= 0, ... , n - 1, 
i=l 
and !JI = k if J = (ji, ... ,jk)· These forms are called contact forms and 
n(n) the n-th order contact module. Given a local group of transformations 
G on M ~ X X U, the n-th prolongation of G is denoted pr(n)G. For each 
g E G,· (pr(n) g )*n(n) ~ n(n) and 7rJ: opr(n) g = pr(k)g, where for all nonnegative 
integers k ::; n, 
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denote the natural projections. 
A system of n-th order differential equations 6. is a system of equations 
{6.1(x,u(n)) = 0: l = 1, ... ,m}. Assuming that each 6.1 is smooth in its 
arguments, this system of equations leads to a smooth mapping 6. : J1!f(n) ---+ 
~m and determines a subvariety St::.. = ker 6. of Af(n). A solution to 6. is 
any p-dimensional submanifold <I> : N---+ J1!f(n) which satisfies <I>(N) ~ St::.. 
and <I>*n(n) = 0. A (classical) symmetry group G of 6. is a local group of 
transformations acting on M such that if <I> : N ---+ Af(n) is a solution to 6. 
and <I>(N) is in the domain of definition of pr(n) g for some g E G then the 
submanifold 
pr(n)g ·<I> : N---+ Af(n), y 1-t pr(n)g · <I>(y ), 
is also a solution to 6.. It will be assumed that 6. is locally solvable and of 
maximal rank (see [20] for these definitions). Thus, a local group of trans-
formations G acting on Mis a symmetry group of~ if and only if whenever 
(x, u(n)) E St::.. it follows that pr(n)g · (x, u;(n)) E St::.. for all g E G such that 
this is defined (Theorem 2. 71 of [20]). 
3 r-extended problems 
A key component of the transformations introduced here is a cert.ain geomet-
ric problem which can be posed for any system of differential equations. 
Definition 1 Let 6.[u] = 0 denote a system of n-th order differential equa-
tions defined on M ~Xx U, where X = ~P and U = ~q. For each nonnega-
tive integer r ~ q(p+ n-1 )!/(p!( n -1 )!) a solution to the r-extended problem 
associated with 6. is any (p + r )-dimensional submanifold <I> : N ---+ M(n) such 
that the following conditions hold: 
1. <I>(N) ~St::.., 
2. <I>*n(n) is spanned by r independent one-forms and 
3. <I>*n(n) generates an ideal of forms which is closed under exterior dif-
ferentiation. D 
Each solution to the r-extended problem associated with 6. naturally 
foliates into solutions of 6.. The leaves of this foliation are determined by 
the pullback of the contact module. 
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Proposition 2 Let .6.[u] = 0 be a system of n-th order differential equations 
on lvl ~xx u} where x =]RP and u = IRq. Suppose that <I> : N--+ Jvf(n) is 
a solution to the r-extended problem associated with .6.. Then <I>*D(n) defines 
a codimension r foliation { N'Y : / E r} of N such that each submanifold 
<I> : N'Y --+ Jvf(n) is a solution to .6.. Furthermore} if W : P --+ Jvf(n) is a 
solution of .6. such that W(P) C <I>(N) then there exists / E r such that 
W(P) ~ <I>(N'Y). D 
It is possible to represent the r-extended problem associated with .6. by 
a system of differential equations involving p + r independent variables. Let 
<I> : N --+ M(n) be a solution of the r-extended problem and suppose X and U 
have coordinates x = ( x1, ... , xP) and u = ( u1, ... , uq) respectively. Choose 
local coordinates ( w, z) = ( w1 , ... , wr, z1 , ... , zP) for N such that <I>*D(n) is 
generated by the one-forms {ea : a= 1, ... , r }, where 
p 
ea= dwa + L Ft(w, z)dzi, a= 1, ... 'r, 
i=l 
for suitable smooth functions Ft. Property 2 of Definition 1 implies that the 
pullback of each contact form is a linear combination of the forms {ea : a = 
1, ... , r }, so that there must exist smooth functions G[a on N such that 
r 
0 = <I>*flJ + L G[aC 
a=l 
a= 1, ... , q, 0 s; III s; n - 1. 
Eliminating G[a from these equations yields the overdetermined linear system 
of algebraic equations for {Ft : a= 1, ... , r, i = 1, ... , p} 
r ( fJuCi. p fJxj ) fJuCi. p fJxj L fJw~ - ?::: ·u[j fJwa Ft = [)) - ?::: u[j [)zi ' 
a=l J=l J=l 
i=l, ... ,p, a=l, ... ,q, os;111s;n-l. (1) 
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The consistency conditions for this system lead to a system of first order 
partial differential equations for the components of <I> - that is, for x = 
x(w, z) and so on. Once these consistency conditions have been satisfied, 
the functions Ft can be found in terms of the components of <I> and their 
derivatives. A further set of differential equations for these components comes 
from the closure condition 
o = dC /\ e1 /\ ... /\ t , a = 1, ... , r. 
Finally, there is the system of algebraic equations for the components of <I> 
which follows from the condition <I>(N) ~St:;.. 
In summary, the r-ext'ended problem can be reformulated as the system 
of differential equations derived from 
1. the consistency conditions for equations ( 1), 
2. the closure condition and 
3. the requirement that <I>(N) ~St:;.. 
This system will be called an r- extended equation associated with ~. 
The final form which an r-extended equation takes will depend on the 
way in which the submanifold <I> : N--+ Af(n) has been described. Differ-
ent choices of parametrization for <I>(N) lead to extended equations which, 
although describing the same geometric problem, can differ radically in ap-
pearance. The best way to parametrize <I> : N --+ NJ(n) is often to choose 
p + r coordinates on Af(n) as parameters (that is, as the independent vari-
ables for the r-extended equation) and let all other coordinates depend on 
them. These other coordinates will then be the dependent variables of the 
r-extended equation. 
4 RC-projections 
The following result is a simple consequence of the alternative definition of 
symmetry group afforded by the assumptions of local solvability and maximal 
rank. 
Proposition 3 Let G be a symmetry group of a system of n-th orde·r differ-
ential equations ~[u] = 0 on NI~ X x U. Suppose that <I> : N--+ J1!J(n) is a 
solution of the r-extended problem associated with ~. 
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1. For all g E G for which pr(n)g·(<I>(N)) is defined, pr(n)g·<I>: N--+ Jl;f(n) 
is also a solution of the r-extended- problem associated with ~. 
2. Let { N.,, : / E I'} be the foliation of N such that each submanifold 
<I> : N.,, --+ M(n) is a solution of~. If <I>(N) is locally pr(n)G-invariant 
then for each g E G and/EI' such that pr(n)g · <I>(N.,,) is defined, 
for some g(t) Er. D 
Therefore, any symmetry group of a differential equation yields symmetry 
groups of every extended problem associated with that equation. Solutions 
to extended problems which are invariant under these symmetry groups are 
especially important. 
Definition 4 Let G be an r-dimensional symmetry group of a system of n-th 
order differential equations ~[u] = 0 on M ~ X x U, where r is bounded as 
in Definition 1. Suppose all pr(n)G-orbits are r-dimensional. The submanifold 
<I> : N --+ M(n) is called a solution of the G-induced HG-projected problem 
associated with ~if it is a locally pr(n)G-invariant sohiticm of the r-ex_tended 
problem associated with ~. The order of this RC-projection equals r and 
Ila(~) denotes the G-induced RC-projected problem associated with ~. D 
Solutions of ~ are closely related to those of Ila(~). 
Theorem 5 Suppose that G is an r-dimensional symmetry group of a system 
~[u] = 0 of n-th order differential equations on JV! ~ X x U where X = JR.PJ 
U = JR q and r is bounded as in Definition l. 
1. If <I> : N--+ M(n) is a solution to Ila(~) then <I>*D(n) defines a foliation 
{ N.,, : / E I'} of N such that each <I> : N.,, --+ Jl!J(n) is a solution to ~. 
The action of pr(n)G preserves the resulting foliation {<I>(N.,,): /EI'} 
of<I>(N). 
2. If <I> : N--+ M(n) is a solution of~ such that pr(n-l)G · ( 7r~_ 1 o <I>(N)) 
is (p + r)-dimensional then pr(n)G · <I>(N) is a solution to Ila(~). D 
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As is the case for extended problems, the RC-projected problems of Defi-
nition 4 can be represented by differential equations. Given an r-dimensional 
symmetry group G of .6., choose a parametrization for solutions to the r-
extended problem associated with .6.. This leads to an r-extended equation 
associated with .6. which admits a symmetry group G derived from the action 
of pr(n)G on solutions to the r-extended problem. The G-reduction of the r-
extended equation will, provided the action of G has r-dimensional orbits, be 
a differential equation involving the same number of independent variables as 
.6.. The reduced equation is called a G-induced HG-projected equation associ-
ated with 6. A solution to some RC-projected equation immediately yields a 
solution to the corresponding extended problem, which can then be foliated 
into a multi-parameter family of solutions to 6. This process lifts solutions 
from the RC-projected equation up to solutions of 6. Conversely, solutions 
of 6 can be projected onto solutions of an RC-projected equation. Subject 
to the conditions of Theorem 5, a solution to 6 yields a pr(n)G-invariant so-
lution to the r-extended problem associated with 6. This will be equivalent 
to a G-invariant solution of some r-extended equation, leading immediately 
to a solution of the corresponding G-induced RC-projected equation. 
Consider the heat equation Vt = Vxx, which is described on NI = X x 
U where _X = IR 2 and U = IR 1 have coordinates (x, t) and v respectively. 
Coordinates for Af(2) are (x, t, v, Vx, Vt, Vx~, Vxt, vu) and h(2) is spanned by 
() dv - Vxdx - Vtdt, 
Ox dvx - Vxxdx - Vxtdi, 
Ot dvt - Vxtdx - vudt. 
The heat equation is described by the subvariety St;;. = ker .6. of NJ(2l where 
6: NJ(2 ) -+ JR1 , 6 =Vt - Vxx• 
The one-extended problem associated with the heat equation involves 
finding all three-dimensional submanifolds of St;;. such that, on them, [2(2 ) is 
spanned by a single one-form and generates a closed ideal of differential forms. 
The coordinates (x, t, v) of NI will be used to parametrize these submanifolds, 
which will be described by Vx = w(x, t, v ), Vt = m(x, t, v) and similarly for 
the second order derivative terms. Taking <I> as the inclusion mapping,- the 
one-form 
fJ =<I>*()= dv - w(x, t, v)dx - m(x, t, v)dt 
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is everywhere nonzero and thus serves as a generator for <P*D( 2J. From the 
coefficient of dv, 
<P*Bx = dw(x, t, V) - Vxxdx - Vxtdt = Wv'T/, 
and, equating coefficients ofdx and dt, one obtains 
Similarly, <[>*{;lt = ffiv'T/ and 
The closure condition 0 = dry /\ T/ yields the equation 
Q = Wt - ffix + Wvffi - Wffiv 
(2) 
(3) 
which is contained in the combined system of equations (2) and (3). All that 
remains is the subvariety condition Vt= Vxx, which becomes 
(4) 
Thus, taking (x, t, v) as coordinates on the sought-aft.er submanifold, the 
one-extended problem reduces to solving the system of first order differential 
equ.ations comprising equations (2) to (4). Eliminating m leads to a single, 
second order, partial differential equation 
which will be called the first extension of the heat equation. It is just one 
of many possible one-extended equations associated with the heat equation. 
However, all such equations represent a common geometric problem. 
The symmetry algebra of the heat equation is spanned by the vector fields 
V1 = Ox, V2 = Ot, V3 = VOv, 
V4 = XOx + 2t8t, Vs = 2tax - XVOv, 
VB= 4xt0x + 4t28t - (x2 + 2t)vav, ve = O(x, t)av, 
where Bt = Bxx [20]. Prolonging and exponentiating v 3 leads to the one-
parameter group of transformations 
exp( a · pr(2lv3 ) : Jvf( 2) --+ Af (2) 
' 
(x, t, V, Vx, Vt, Vxx, Vxt, Vtt) H (t a a a a a a) x, ,e v,e Vx,e Vt,e Vxx,e Vxt,e Vtt. 
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The resulting symmetry group of the first extension of the heat equation is 
G = {ga : a E JR}, where 
9a : w(x, t, v) I-+ w(x, t, v) = ea . w(x, t, e-av ). 
Solutions invariant under G take the form w(x,t,v) = v · u(x,t) where u 
must satisfy 
Ut = Uxx + 2uux. 
Thus each solution u( x, t) of Burgers' equation leads to a G-invariant solution 
of the first extension of the heat equation, so that Burgers' equation is related 
to the heat equation by an HG-projection of order one. The foliation of these 
G-invariant solutions into solutions of the heat equation is determined by the 
one form 
T/ = dv - wdx - (wx + wwv)dt = dv - uvdx - (ux + u2 )vdt. 
If the leaves are described by v = v(x, t) then 
Vx = uv, Vt= (~x + u2 )v. 
The first of these equations implies that u = v-1vx, recovering the Hopf-Cole 
transformation [5], [12]. 
5 Group classifications 
When a differential equation is reduced using two conjugate subgroups of 
the symmetry group of that equation, there exists a symmetry transforming 
solutions invariant under one of the subgroups into solutions invariant under 
the other subgroup [20]. Similarly, there exists a symmetry transforming 
solutions to ITH( 6.) into solutions of ITK( 6.) whenever H and J{ are conjugate 
subgroups of the symmetry group of 6.. Therefore, the classification of HC-
projections of a differential equation amounts to the classification of the 
subgroups of its symmetry group up to conjugation. 
An HG-projected problem associated with the heat equation can be rep-
resented by an evolution equation with temporal variable t if and only if the 
generating symmetry group of the heat equation leaves t invariant. The sym-
metry algebra of the heat equation was described in the preceding section. 
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Infinitesimal 
r r-extended equation 
generators 
(i) {v1} 1 Wt= Wxx + 2WWxu + w 2 wuu 
(ii) {v3} 1 Wt= Wxx + 2WWxu + W2 Wuu 
(iii) {v1,V3} 2 qt= qxx + 2pqa;u + 2qqxp + p2 quu + 2pqqup + q2 qpp 
mt = mxx + 2pmxu + 2qmxp + 2mmxq 
(iv) {v1, v3, vs} 3 + p2 muu + 2pqmup + 2pmmuq 
+ q2mpp + 2qmmpq + m 2 mqq 
Group-invariant Ansatz HO-projected equation Projection 
(i) w(x,t,v) = u(t,v) Ut = u2 uuu U = Vx 
(ii) w(x,t,v) = v · u(x,t) Ut = Uxx + 2uux u = v-1vx 
(iii) q(x, t, v, p) Yt = Y2 Yzz + 2y2 
y = v-1vt - v-2 vi 
= v · y(t, v-1p) + v-1p2 z = v-1vx 
m(x,t,v,p,q) y = v-1vt - v-2 vi 
(iv) = v · r(v-1q - v-2 p2 ,t) rt = r 2 ryy - 2y2 ry + 6yr r = v-1vxt + 2v-3 v~ 
- 2v-2 p3 + 3v-1pq - 3v-2 vxvt 
Table 1: RC-projections from the heat equation onto evolution equations. 
Up to conjugation, the only connected subgroups of the symmetry group 
generated by sp{v1 , .•• , v 6 } which possess this property have infinitesimal 
generators 
{vi}, {v3}, {vi,v3}, {vi,v3,vs}. 
The resulting RC-projections are shown in Table 1. These equations comprise 
the entire set found by Sokolov, et al. [23] using an alternative generalization 
of the Hopf-Cole transformation and believed by those authors to constitute 
all second order, integrable, scalar evolution equations. 
The singularity manifold equation [27] associated with the KdV equation 
IS 
(5) 
The remainder of this section describes, up to invertible coordinate changes, 
the entire set of evolution equations, with temporal variable t, which are 
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related to equation (5) by RC-projections. Unlike the equations derived 
in [23] and displayed in Table 1, these will (probably) not be linearizable, 
although from the method of construction they must surely still be integrable. 
Equation (5) admits symmetry generators 
Vi =Ox, V2 = Ot, V3 = XOx + 3iOt, 
V4 = UOu, Vs =Ou, V6 = u2ou, 
so it is necessary to classify subalgebras of g = sp{ vi, v4, Vs, v6} under the 
adjoint representation of the full symmetry group on g [20]. This results in 
the collection of subalgebras 
h = sp{v4}, h = sp{vs}, 
fa = sp{ Vi +Vs}, j4 = sp{ Vi+ V4}, js = sp{ vi}, 
ii= sp{v4, vs}, h = sp{vi + V4, Vs}, i3 = sp{vi, vs}, i4 = sp{vi, V4}, 
Di= sp{v4, Vs, v6}, D2 = sp{vi, V4, Vs}, 
g = sp{vi,V4,Vs,v6}· 
Describe a solution to the one-extended problem associated with equa-
tion (5) by Ux = a(x,t,u), Ut = /3(x,t,u) and similarly for higher order 
derviatives. Taking <P to be the inclusion mapping, <P*f2(3) must therefore be 
generated by w =du - a(x, t, u)dx - /3(x, t, u)dt. The requirement that the 
restrictions of all other contact forms be multiples of w forces 
and, since the submanifold must be contained in St::.., it follows that 
The ideal generated by <P*f2(3) is closed under extBrior differentiation if and 
only if w /\ dw = 0, whence a(x, t, u) must satisfy 
0 = O'.t + O'.xxx + 30'.0'.xxu + 3a2 CY.xuu + CY.3 0'.uuu - 30'.uO'.xx 
- 3ax0'.xu - 3aau0'.xu - 3a-i0'.x0'.xx + ~a-2 ax(ax + aau) 2 . 
(6) 
Each solution of equation (6) leads to a solution of the one-extended prob-





RC-projected equation Transformation 
(i) J1 a= u ·exp(v(x,t)) 0 = Vt+ Vxxx - tv~ - tvxe2v v = log(u,,/u) 
(ii) J2 a= exp(2v(x, t)) 0 = Vt + Vxxx - 2v~ v = t logu,, 
(iii) J3 a= v(y, t) 0 = 2v
2vt + 2v2(v - 1)3vyyy V = Ux 
y=u-x +3(v- 1)2(2vvyVyy - v~) y=u-_x 
a = u · v(y, t) 
0 = 2v2vt + 2v2(v - 1)3vyyy 
v = u-1 ux (iv) J4 + 3(v - 1)2(2vvyvyy - v~) 
y = logu - x 
+ (3 - 2v)v4vy y = logu - x 
(v) J5 a= v(u, t) 0 = Vt + v3vuuu U = Ux 
Table 2: First order RC-projections of equation (5). 
algebra jk of equation (5) to (x, t, u, ux)-space yields a symmetry algebra of 
equation (6). For instance, V4 prolongs to pr V4 = uou + UxOu,, which gives 
the symmetry generator v: = uou + aoa of equation (6). exp(av:)-invariant 
solutions of equation (6) take the form a(x, t, u) = u · exp(v(x, t)), where v 
must satisfy 
(7) 
If J 1 denotes the connected symmetry group of equation (5) with Lie al-
gebra h, then each solution to equation (7) yields pr(3) Ji-invariant solu-
tion to the one-extended problem associated with equation ( 5). Thus each 
solution to equation (7) yields a solution to the J 1-induced RC-projected 
problem associated with equation (5), and equations (5) and (7) are related 
by an RC-projection. This transformation can be expressed compactly as 
v = log(ux/u). The complete set of evolution equations related to equa-
tion (5) by first order RC-projections is given in Table 2. 
Suppose that solutions to the two-extended problem associated with equa-
tion (5) are described by Uxx = a(x,t,u,p), Ut = f3(x,t,u,p) and similarly 
for other coordinates on Af(3), where p = ux. The resulting submanifolds are 
contained in S ei and lead to a two-dimensional restriction of [2(3). It follows 
that 
/3 = -0'.x - PCY.u - O'.O'.p - ~p-l 0'.2 • 




RC-projected equation Transformation 
Ansatz 
(vi) Ii a= 2p ·v(x,t) 0 =Vt+ Vxxx - 6v2vx 1 -1 v = 2ux Uxx 
(vii) h 
a= 2p(l + v(y, t)) 0 =Vt+ v3 vyyy + 3v2vyvyy v = tu;1 ·uxx - 1 
y = t logp - x + 2(1 + v)2 (1 - 2v)vy y = t logux - x 
a = 2p · v(y, t) 0 =Vt+ v3 vyyy + 3v2vyvyy 1 -1 (viii) Is V == 2ux Uxx 
y = tlogp - 4v3 vy y = t logux 
a = p · v(y, t) -1 
0 =Vt+ v3 vyyy + 3v2vyVyy 
V = Ux Uxx 
(ix) [4 + u-lp2 
- v3 vy - 3e2Yv2 
- u-1 itx 
y = log(p/u) y = log(ux/u) 
Table 3: Second order RC-projections of equation (5). 
differential equation for a which can be written in the form 
0 - (D~ D~3 3D~2 -1 )( ) 
- t+ x-2 x'P a a, (8) 
where 
fJX Ox+ pOu + aop, 
Dt Ot + (-Dx(a) + ~·p- 1 a2 )8u + (-fJ;(a) + ~fJx(p- 1 a2 ))8p. 
Each solution of equation (8) thus leads to a solution of the two-extended 
problem associated with equation (5). Prolonging each symmetry algebra h 
of equation (5) to (x, t, u, Ux, Uxx)-space yields a symmetry algebra for equa-
tion (8). Solutions to equation (8) invariant under one of the corresponding 
connected symmetry groups give solutions to the h-induced RC-projected 
problem associated with equation (5). The evolution equations which repre-
sent these RC-projected problems are constructed in Table 3. 
To construct evolution equations representing the H1 - and Hr induced 
RC-projected problems associated with equation (5), first describe solu-
tions to the three-extended problem in terms of (x, t, u, Ux, ·uxx)· If Uxxx = 
a(x, t, u, p, q), where p = Ux and q = Uxx' then by mimicking the procedure 





HG-projected equation Transformation 
Ansatz 
a= 4p · v(x, t) 1 -1 (x) H1 0 =Vt+ Vxxx + 12vvx V = 4ux Uxxx 
+ ~p-lq2 3 -2. 2 
- 8Ux Uxx 
a = 2p · v(y, t) 1 -1 V = 2ux Uxxx 
(xi) H2 + p-lq2 0 =Vt + v3 vyyy + 3v2vyVyy - 12yv2 1 -2 2 
- 2ux Uxx 
y = tp-lq 1 -1 Y = 2ux Uxx 
Table 4: Third order RC-projections of equation (5). 
where 
iJx Ox+ pou + qop + aoq, 
Dt Ot +(-a+ ~p-1 q2 )ou 
+ (Dx(-a + ~p-1q2))op + (iJ;(-a + ~p-lq2))oq. 
The symmetry algebras () 1 and () 2 of equation (5) lead to three-dimensional 
symmetry groups of equation (9). Each symmetry group yields a symmetry 
reduction of equation (9) which is an evolution equation related to equa-
tion (5) by an RC-projection. Details appear in Table 4. 
The remaining RC-projection is generated by the symmetry group of 
equation (5) which has Lie algebra g. Describing solutions to the four-
extended problem associated with equation (5) by Uxt = a(x, t, u, p, q, r ), 
where p = Ux, q = Uxx and r = Uxxx, leads to the differential equation 
(10) 
where 
Dx Ox+ POu + qop + roq +(-a+ 3p-1qr - ~p-2 q3)ori 
iJt Ot + (-r + ~p- 1 q 2 )0u + O:Op + Dx(a)Oq + iJ;(a)Or. 
Each solution to equation (10) gives a solution to the four-extended prob-
lem associated with equation (5). If the solution to equation (10) is in-
variant under the group generated by the appropriate prolongation of g to 




HO-projected equation Transformation 
Ansatz 
1 -1 
v = -4ux Uxt 
c; = -4p · v(y, t) I -2 
Q =Vt+ v3Vyyy 
- 4 'Ux 'Uxx 'Uxxx 
(xii) G _ p-lqr + tp-2q3 + iu;3 u~x 
y = tp-lr - ip-2q2 
+ 3v2vyvyy + 12v2 1 -1 Y = 4ux Uxxx 
3. -2. 2 
- 3Ux Uxx 
Table 5: Fourth order RC-projection of equation (5). 
RC-projected problem associated with equation (5). Table 5 presents this 
information. 
The twelve equations constructed above comprise the entire set of evolu-
tion equations related to equation (5) by RC-projections. Included in this 
set are the KdV (x), mKdV (vi), potential mKdV (ii) and Harry Dym (v) 
equations as well as an equation, (i), belonging to a family introduced by 
Nakamura and Hirota [18] in their study of the auto-Backlund transforma-
tion for the mKdV equation. The other seven equations seem to be new, and 
are surely examples of integrable equations. 
Figure 1 displays the various interrelationships between the evolution 
equations presented here. A solid arrow connecting two equations indicates 
that they are related by an RC-projection. The next section introduces 
M-projections, which generalize the Miura transformation. Two equations 
in Figure 1 connected by a broken arrow are related by one of these M-
pro jections. This decomposition of RC-projections into sequences of lower 
order transformations is considered in more detail in [9]. 
6 More general transformations 
RC-projections can be further generalized using Wahlquist-Estabrook pro-
longations [26] and nonlocal symmetries [3]. The equations 
=a, = yC: - p.a(x u(n-l) y) = 0 ,; 1 1 
'--'1 1 1 ' ' ' o= , ... ,p, a= , ... ,r, (11) 
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Figure 1: Overview of the interrelationships between the evolution equations 
derived from the singularity manifold equation associated with the KdV equa-
tion. 
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for y ( x) define a Wahlquist-Estabrook prolongation ( .6., 3) of the n-th order 
differential equation .6. from M ~ X x U to Jvl x Y if the functions 
f)pa q n-1 ()pa r f)pa EJF?- q n-1 EJF?- r EJF?-
_i. + ~ ~ UJa._1 + ~ p?_i _ -~ _ ~ ~ UJa,_J _ ~ p.b_J 
!::lJ LJLJ )!::Jet LJ J!::Jb !::JI LJLJ lf;Jet LJ l~b 
ux a=l IJl=O UUJ b=l uy ux a=l IJl=O UUJ b=l uy 
vanish on SD. x Y for all i,j = 1, ... ,panda= 1, ... , r [6]. Throughout this 
section these prolongations are assumed to be nondegenerate, meaning that 
there does not exist a smooth function () ( x, u ( n-l), y) with ;:a =f. 0 for some 
a and the functions 
EJ() q n-1 EJ() r EJ() 
£:li + L L u'Ji 0 a + L Ft~ b' i = 1, · · ·, p, uX a=l IJl=O UJ b=l uy 
vanishing on SD. x Y. When such a function() does exist, ya can be removed 
from the prolongation by solving () = J{ for ya, where J{ is an arbitrary 
constant. Thus all Wahlquist-Estabrook prolongations can be converted into 
equivalent nondegenerate ones. 
Let 71"1 : M x Y ~ M denote the trivial projection. A symmetry gen-
erator v of (.6., 3) which is not 7r1-projectable is called a nonlocal symmetry . 
generator while if ( 7r1 )* v = O, v is said to be an internal symmetry generator. 
The internal symmetry group is the connected local group of transformations 
acting on Jvl x Y which is generated by the subalgebra of internal symme-
try generators. (.6., 3) is said to have full internal symmetry group if the 
only smooth functions f : Jvl x Y ~ JR such that v(f) = 0 for all internal 
symmetry generators v are independent of y. 
Definition 6 Suppose that ( .6., 3) is a nondegenerate Wahlquist-Estabrook 
prolongation of .6. with full internal symmetry group H. If G is a symmetry 
group of (.6., 3) which contains H as a subgroup then r = II0 (.6., 3) is said 
to be related to .6. by an M-projection. D 
Each solution of r leads to a (dim G)-parameter family of solutions to 
( .6., 3) which can then be restricted to a family of solutions to .6.. Con-
versely, given a solution to .6. one can solve equations (11) to obtain a multi-
parameter family of solutions to (.6., 3). These can then be projected onto 




of Definition 6 allow one to choose coordinates for r in such a way that so-
lutions can be mapped between 6. and r without reference to the prolonged 
system (6., 3). 
It can be shown that the prolongation ( 6., 3) of Definition 6 admits 6. as 
an H-induced RC-projected equation, so that the two equations related by 
the M-projection arise as RC-projections of a common differential equation. 
This can be used as an alternative definition of M-projections. If H is a 
normal subgroup of G then r is actually an RC-projection of 6. induced by 
a symmetry group of ,6. isomorphic to G / H. Attention is therefore restricted 
to the case where H is not normal in G. Equivalently, G must include a 
nonlocal symmetry generator among its infinitesimal generators. 
The vector field v on M x Y is called a partial symmetry generator of 
(6., 3) if the functions pr(n)v(i6.1) = 0 for l = 1, ... , m whenever 6.(u] = 0 and 
B[u, y] = 0. Thus any infinitesimal generator of a (classical) symmetry group 
of ,6. or (6., B) is a partial symmetry generator. If vis not 71"1-projectable, v 
is called a nonlocal partial symmetry generator of (6., B). Two vector fields 
u and v on ]VJ x Y are equivalent if (7r1)*(u -v) = 0. Each equivalence class 
is usually represented by the unique member u having the property that 
(7r2)*u = 0 where 7r2 : M x Y-+ Y is the trivial projection. If the vector v 
is a partial symmetry generator then so is every vector equivalent to v. 
The requirement that pr(n)v(i6.1) = 0 on solutions to (6., B) yields a sys-
tem of linear partial differential equations for the coefficients of v. In prac-
tice the construction of partial symmetry generators of (6., B) is not signifi-
cantly more difficult than the construction of classical symmetry generators 
of 6.. Furthermore, if (6., B) admits a nonlocal partial symmetry generator 
u which is not equivalent to a genuine nonlocal symmetry generator of that 
system, it is often possible to prolong (6., B) to a new system, (6., B, 'I) on 
lvJ x Y x Z say, which admits a genuine nonlocal symmetry generator v such 
that ( 7r1)* v = u where 71"1 is now the projection 7r1 : lvJ x Y x Z -+ lvJ (9]. 
The Wahlquist-Estabrook prolongation of the mKdV equation 
(12) 
described by 
Wx = v, Wt= -Vxx + 2v3 , (13) 
admits equivalence classes of nonlocal partial symmetry generators repre-
sented by e2w8v and e-2w8v (9], [11]. If the vector field e2w8v + ¢8w is to 
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be a symmetry generator of the prolonged system then the function ¢> must 
satisfy Dx¢> = e2w, motivating the introduction of a variable D;1 (e2w). The 
prolonged system admits a pseudopotential y defined by the equations 
(14) 
and the system of equations (12) to (14) features a genuine symmetry gen-
erator v1 = e2w&v +yaw+ y2&y equivalent to e2w&v. Let G be the connected 
symmetry group of this system generated by v1 and the internal symmetry 
generators v 2 = Ow + 2y&y and v3 = Oy. This system admits a full internal 
symmetry group H generated by v 2 and v3 • Parametrizing solutions to the 
three-extended pro bl em associated with the prolonged system by ( x, t, v, w, y) 
leads to a single third order differential equation for Vx = z ( x, t, v, w, y). This 
equation can be written in the form 
where 
fJX Ox+ ZOv + VOw + e2w&y, 
Dt Ot + (-fJ;(z) + 6v2z)&v + (-Dx(z) + 2v3 )&w + 2e2w(-z + v2 )&y. 
It admits a symmetry group G generated by 
v;: = e2wOv + YOw + y20y + 2ve2w&z, v; =Ow+ 2y&y, v; = Oy, 
which corresponds to the symmetry group G of the prolonged system. G-
invariant solutions take the form z(x, t, v, w, y) = v2 + 2u(x, t) where u must 
satisfy :-
0 = Ut + Uxxx + l2uux. 
Thus the KdV equation is related to the mKdV equation by an M-projection. 
Each solution of the KdV equation leads to a three-parameter family of 
solutions to the prolonged system via a foliating process described by the 
forms 
w
1 dv - (2u + v2 )dx + (2( Uxx + 4u2 ) + 4uxv + 4uv 2 )dt, 
w
2 dw - vdx + (4uv + 2ux)dt, 
w3 dy - e2w dx + 4ue2w dt. 
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As claimed, solutions can be mapped directly between the KdV and mKdV 
equations using w1 . The equations governing this process are 
Vx = 2u + v2 , Vt= -2(uxx + 4u2 ) - 4uxv - 4uv2 , 
recovering the Miura transformation u = !(vx - v2) [16]. 
Attempting to construct a prolongation admitting genuine nonlocal sym-
metry generators equivalent to e2w8v and e-2wav leads to a prolongation in-
volving infinitely many pseudopotentials and admitting a symmetry algebra 
isomorphic to the loop algebra over .s[(2, JR) [10]. 
M-projections can be generalized by relaxing the full internal symmetry 
group property of Definition 6. 
Definition 7 Suppose that (.6., 3) is a nondegenerate Wahlquist-Estabrook 
prolongation of .6. with internal symmetry group H. If G is a ~ymmetry 
group of (.6., 3) which contains H as a subgroup then r = IIa(.6., 3) is said· 
to be related to .6. by a Backlund transformation. D 
The price of this generalization is that solutions can no longer be mapped 
directly between .6. and r. Each solution of r leads to a (dim G)-parameter 
family of solutions to (.6., 3) which can then be restricted to a family of 
solutions to .6.. Conversely, given a solution to .6. one can solve equations (11) 
to obtain a multi-parameter family of solutions to (.6., 3). These can be 
projected onto solutions of the RC-projected equation r in the usual way. 
The Harry Dym equation Ut = u3uxxx has zero-curvature representation 
yielding a Wahlquist-Estabrook prolongation which admits a nonlocal partial 
symmetry generator p2 8x + 8>..pquou. If p2 8x + S>..pquou +¢>op+ Boq is to be a 
genuine symmetry generator of this prolongation then </> and e must satisfy 






The observation that n; + 4,\2u-2 = p-1 Dxp2 Dxp-1 implies 
1> = pD;;;1p- 2 D;1p(128,\3 q3 - 32,\3u-2p2q) = 16,\2pD;1 (q2), 
where the integration constant has been set to zero. The prolonged -system 
admits a pseudopotential r defined by 
rx = q2 , Tt = -4,\2u-1p2 + 4,\uxpq - 32,\2uq2 , 
and the resulting prolongation of the Harry Dym equation features the gen-
uine nonlocal symmetry generator 
V1 = p28x + 8,\pquou + l6,\ 2pr8v + 4,\q(4,\r - pq)oq + l6,\ 2r28r. 
Let G denote the connected symmetry group of this system generated by v 1 
and the internal symmetry generators v 2 =pop+ qoq + 2ror and v 3 =Or· 
Parametrizing solutions to the three-extended problem associated with 
the prolonged system by ( x, t, p, q, r) leads to a single third order differential 
equation for u = u(x,t,p,q,r). This equation can be written in the form 
where 
Dt(u) = u3iJ;(u), 
Dx Ox+ 4,\qf)P - ,\pqu-2 0q + q20ri 
Dt Ot + +8,\2 (pDx(u) - 8,\qu)ov 
+ 2,\((Dx(u) + 8,\2u-1 )p- 4,\qDx(u))oq 
- 4,\(,\p2u-1 - pqDx(u) + 8,\q2u)8r. 
It admits a symmetry group G which corresponds to G and is generated by 
the vector fields {v1 , v 2 , v 3 } above. G-invariant solutions of this equation 
take the form u(x,t,p,q,r) = p2q-2 • v(y,t) where y = x - ~,\- 1 pq-1 and 
v (y, t) must satisfy the equation 
0 = 64v 5vt + v2vyyy - 6vvyvyy + 6v;. 
The invertible change of coordinates u(y, t) = -l/(4v(y, t)) converts this 
equation into Ut = u3uyyy· Thus the mapping u(x, t) 1--+ u(y, t) constitutes 
an auto-Backlund transformation for the Harry Dym equation. The simpler 
transformation found by Rogers and Wong [21] occurs as the limit when 
,\ --+ 0. 
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7 Discussion 
The examples of HC- and M-projections have been chosen to display the 
ease with which the classical Hopf-Cole and Miura transformations can be 
recovered. However, these techniques do more than just reinterpret existing 
results. They provide a systematic method for constructing generalizations 
of these transformations. For instance, several new integrable evolution equa-
tions and their relationships to the KdV equation were derived in Section 5. 
RC-projections provide promising structures, independent of the more com-
plicated structures often used, with which to study the various phenomena 
associated with noninvertible mappings between differential equations. These 
projections can be interpreted in terms of a universal object - the symmetry 
group of a differential equation. One application of the projections described 
here will thus be as a theoretical tool, providing a structure common to all 
differential equations with which to study the properties peculiar to certain 
classes of equations. 
Another application, suggested by the example in Section 6, involves 
the construction of auto-Backlund transformations. Given a Wahlquist-
Estabrook prolongation (.6.., 3) to NI X Y, Wahlquist and Estabrook [26] 
interpret auto-Backlund transformations as mappings p : JV! x Y--+ NI which 
map solutions of ( .6.., 3) onto solutions of .6... Such mappings take tlie form 
NQt Qt( ) u =g x,u,y, i=l, ... ,p, a=l, ... ,q, 
and, given a solution { u( x), y( x)} of ( .6.., 3), the new solution of .6.. is given 
parametrically by 
x = f(x,u(x),y(x)), u = g(x,u(x),y(x)). 
The differential equations determining f and g are highly nonlinear and it 
is necessary to make assumptions about the form of the mapping p in order 
to reduce the complexity of these equations. Assumptions such as x = x 
are frequently made, but one can never be sure that such simplifications do 
not hide actual Backlund transformations. In any event, the choice of such 
an Ansatz is an ad hoc affair and, in some cases, Backlund transformations 
remained undiscovered since no appropriate special forms of p were tried. 
One example is that of the Harry Dym equation. The prolongation structure 
of this equation has be~n known.for some time, but initial efforts by Leo, et 
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al. [14] to find a Backlund transformation using the traditional prolongation 
approach resulted in failure. As one will notice from the transformation in 
Section 6, it is no surprise that the appropriate Ansatz was not tried by Leo 
et al! 
Given a zero-curvature representation of a differential equation, an al-
ternative approach to finding auto-Backlund transformations begins with a 
search for nonlocal partial symmetry generators of the corresponding prolon-
gation. Augment this prolongation to obtain a prolongation with a genuine 
nonlocal symmetry generator and perform the construction of Definition 7 
using the connected symmetry group generated by the internal and nonlo-
cal symmetry generators of the augmented prolongation. This procedure 
recovers the famous auto-Backlund transformations for the KdV, mKdV and 
sine-Gordon equations as well as the Backlund transformation relating the 
Sawada-Kotera and Kaup-Kupershmidt equations [9]. Like the method of 
Wahlquist and Estabrook, this approach to auto-Backlund transformations 
requires a Wahlquist-Estabrook prolongation of the differential equation be-
ing studied for its implementation. Unlike the former technique, it is gov-
erned by the systems of linear equations which determine the existence of 
partial symmetry generators, rather than the nonlinear equations determin-
ing the mapping p: NIX Y ~ NI. This fact, together with the ability of the 
technique to recover the famous auto-Backlund transformations and derive a 
new one for the Harry Dym equation, suggests that the construction of auto-
Backlund transformations using nonlocal symmetries and RC-projections is 
a significant enhancement of the usual prolongation-based technique. 
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